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Citizen Identity Solutions
Who is HID Global?
Who we are and what we do

HID Global powers the trusted identities of the world’s people, places and things
Citizen ID Solutions
Over 20 years of experience in Government applications

APPLICATIONS

Government-to-Citizen (G2C) Identification Programs
- National and citizen ID
- Foreign resident ID
- Passports & other travel documents
- Drivers’ license & vehicles’ registration

PRODUCTS & SERVICES

- End-to-end software solutions for Government programs
- Mobile ID solutions
- State-of-the-art credentials
  - Passports & Travel Documents
  - ID Cards & Driver’s Licenses
- Personalization equipment
- Document components & security features
- Professional services
Technology is Evolving to Include Mobile Credentials
There is Nothing to Fear
Mobile ID expands the capabilities of physical IDs

- Citizens have greater control over sharing personal information
- Mobile IDs enable government administrators to confirm and/or make “real-time” changes
- Governments can offer additional products or services
Mobile IDs: Need to Be Read & Verified by Many Sources

Interoperability must occur between all states
Mobile IDs: Architecture Provides a SUPER connected credential

Connected to issuer

Connected to the world surrounding the citizen
Principles for a New Era of Empowerment

- Voluntary
- Interoperable
- Private
- Secure
- Remote-Capable
Mobile IDs Present Endless Possibilities

Remote registration

Remote provision or revocation of licenses

Renewal Notices or Emergency Alerts

Travel
Need to **Bridge the Gap**
Between Physical and Mobile IDs

Customize The Degree of Mobility You Need

---

### Physical ID

### Mobile ID

### Mobile ID Readers

### Fully Mobile Platform

---

Powered by the award-winning Seos® technology
Final Thoughts

- The future is mobile – need to plan for this paradigm shift

- In the interim, physical and mobile IDs can work together to provide greater security
Powering the trusted identities of the world’s people, places & things